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Shadow Bird was an alias that the freighters Millennium Falcon and Sureshot flew under in the months following the Battle of Duro
during the Yuuzhan Vong War. When he landed the Millennium Falcon on Corellia in order to ensure that his wife, Leia Organa Solo,
received treatment for injuries inflicted during the First Battle of Duro, Han Solo identified the Falcon as Shadow Bird to Corellian Control
so that their arrival would not attract unwanted attention. After they were forced to leave Corellia by Shadow Birds are enemies in Drawn
to Life that are first encountered in Windy Hills. They fly around in linear patterns until The Hero approaches them; at which point, they
will try to inflict damage using a wind-like area-of-effect attack. Shadow Birds resemble large blue birds and have Shadow trailing from
their wings and tails. They are usually seen with a Shadow Walker riding on them. Windy Hills. They seem to resemble a phoenix, minus
the blue colouration. Shadow Lyrics. [Verse 1] Woke up to the music of your heart Saying aaaaah, aaaaah Caught up in the wishing that
it lasts Saying aaaaah, aaaaah. [Pre-Chorus] Only you ever make me scared 'Cause only you can take me there. [Chorus] So wherever
you go I'm your shadow Desert to ice floe I will follow Wherever you go I'm your shadow I'm your shadow. [Post-Chorus] Ah, la la la, la
la la la Ah, la la la, la la la.

Bird is the first bodyguard of Butcher and a member of his gang. Bird, like several other bodyguards of Butcher, has her name after an
animal. Shadow and his group first stumbles upon Bird when they arrives at the location of the events of Act III. She offers to show them
around but is later revealed to be a member of Butcher's gang. She leads them to a secluded part of town saying that it will take their
breath away, once and for all. Upon escorting them to her destination, she attacks, but Shadow

